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Who are you?

What do you guys do?

What am I even doing here? (Besides the gift card thing)
Hi, I’m Evan!

I’m in every Discord server known to man and a few known only to small dogs

I’m also the YWCC Representative in Student Senate!
Jacob Fuhr | Vice President

I'm a third year (i think) IT student

*random fact*

I play a lot of heartstone and I'm better than Seven at Melee
Seven Kurt | Treasurer

I used to buy all the office snacks

CoE major CS minor

I’m kinda good at Melee

Look at my doggos :D
Andrea Cleofe | Secretary

- IT Major, Concentration Criminal Justice
- I type things up for people and send you emails (not spam)
- Would usually feed you if this was a normal semester
- Also on the e-board for SAC
Diogo Cardoso | Public Relations

- Senior, BS in IT & MS in ITAS
- NJIT SCI CyberCorps Scholar 2020
- The Least Gamer out of all of the eboard :/
- Photography, Fitness, Cars, & Adventures
- Wanna be IG Baddie 😈😈😈
Andrey Morales | Webmaster

I’m the website guy who does stuff with the website(s).

- probably SIG Web Dev
- *the WIS major* IT minor
- smash ult
- professional *cool* guy
Andres Orbe | Graphic Designer

CS + IT Major

- Graphic Design is not my job,
  "it’s my passion"

- I run #sig-mal
Giancarlo Calle | SIG Master

- Help people set up their SIGs
- Sig Alg guy

https://anilist.co/user/animeisbae/animelist
What does ACM do tho?

- HackNJIT
- Tutoring (For all CS, IT and IS Majors)
- SIGs (Special Interest Groups)
- Networking Opportunities
- Volunteering Opportunities
- Job Opportunities
- Programming Competitions
- Cool People, cool Discord Server
Are you ready!?
HackNJIT | November 7th - 8th, 2020

HackNJIT is a 24-hour hackathon at the New Jersey Institute of Technology, during which college students will forgo sleep to build some awesome projects.

We’re completely virtual this year but we have so much planned!

Register right now at hacknjit.org/register! We’ll wait...
Tutoring

- Available soon on Webex
- Schedules and links to rooms available on http://njit.acm.org
- Have questions, ask in #webex-tutoring on Discord
- If you would like to be a tutor, join the discord and fill out the both forms in the #webex-tutoring.
Special Interest Groups:

- Android
- Algorithm
- Arch Linux
- CGI
- Data Science
- Sound
- XR (Cross Reality)

- Cloud Computing
- Crypto
- Hardware
- Revenge (Reverse Engineering)
- Functional Programming
Special Interest Groups (SIGs)

Start a SIG!

- Learning group for anything computer related
- No experience necessary!
- Can be weekly/bi-weekly/monthly
SIG IDEAS

- Android
- Algorithm
- Arch Linux
- CGI
- Data Science
- Beatmaking
- XR (Cross Reality)
- SAC (Security, Audit, Control)
- Web Development
- Linux
- iOS
- Multimedia
- AI
- Cloud Computing
- Crypto
- Hardware
- Revenge (Reverse Engineering)
- Functional Programming
MORE SIG Ideas????

# sig-proposals
Where to host?

- Webex
- Zoom
Where to get started???

Fill out a quick form!!!
Answers For The Audience?
- Diogo

Suggestions, Questions, Comments, Concerns, Complaints, Confusion?
Partner Organizations

- SIGGRAPH
- SIGCHI
- Art Club
- YWCC Mentoring
- Programming Team (ICPC)

- Google Developer Student Clubs
- NJIT Esports
- IGDA
- WiCS
- IEEE
Giveaway?!

And the winner is......
How is everyone doing?
Open Floor
ACM Student Membership Benefits

- Access to the Learning Center
  - Online courses, books, webinars
- Access to ACM Digital Library
  - Research papers
- Access to ACM’s Career and Job Center
- “@acm.org” email address
Connect With Us

Visit us online at njit.acm.org!

njit.acm.org/youtube  njit.acm.org/linkedin  njit.acm.org/twitter  njit.acm.org/discord  njit.acm.org/instagram  njit.acm.org/facebook  njit.acm.org/twitch
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